
  

 
 

2020 BROCHURE 

 

Thank you for your interest in Extreme Game Truck®.  Extreme Game Truck ® is designed to be 

an affordable, easy to start, easy to maintain business, that provides an immediate profitable 

return on your investment. With tons of support, complete training program, NO FRANCHISE 

FEES, and NO OPERATING RESTRICTIONS, we know you’ll find this to be an AMAZING 

investment decision.  

 

There is no company right now producing and selling the Mobile Gaming Units with nearly the 

level of quality that you will find with Extreme Game Truck®. Our designs have evolved with 

the industry, as we stay on the cutting edge of innovation and sophistication.  

 

In an effort to promote our product and services with as much transparency as possible, we have 

made this brochure available as a simple download for our potential clients, without asking you 

to fill out any silly forms to be added to a phone or email list.  We aren’t interested in 

convincing someone that we are better than the other options out there.  Our product and 

services speak for themselves.  And our 9 years of experience is invaluable for anyone deciding 

to enter into this INCREDIBLE industry. 

 

Extreme Game Truck is changing the landscape of Mobile Game Parties. Here is what you will 

receive with your EGT purchase:  

 

Extreme Game Truck                                                      $84,000 
 

Complete Limo Style Interior 
- Customized and built to order 32’ trailer with 8 lug axles supporting a total of 14,000 lbs!!  

(Your trailer will weigh approx.. 7,000 lbs when done but we need to make sure you NEVER 

breakdown- No one offers this anywhere!) 

- 7 TV’s – 5  50” HDTV’s and 2 55” HDTV’s 

- 3 Microsoft Xbox One’s 

- 2 Nintendo Switches 

- 2 PS4’s 

- 12 Microsoft Xbox Wireless Controllers 



- 4 PS4 Controllers 

- 4 Nintendo Controllers  

- 7000 Watt Generator 

- Electronic vents to allow for air flow near all consoles to prevent overheating 

- 2 – 15,500 BTU High Output / Low Energy Air Conditioning Unit with Heat strips  

- Exterior power supply allowing you to simply plug into an electrical outlet to power your EGT  

- LED Lit Ceiling with Mood lighting control  

- Interior lighting lining the perimeter of the ceiling  

- High powered Laser Lighting system that beams Lasers throughout the game theater 

- Two-tone plush leather bound bench seating, vinyl bound walls, and ceiling  

- Completely insulated to keep sound inside, and climate consistent 

- Built in vinyl bound ‘Game Coach’ chair  

- Marine grade carpet on the floor 

- Built in Stereo with iPod connectivity with 4 flush mounted speakers on opposite sides of the 

TV's for total Limo Style Party Bus impact  

- Plenty of storage for game equipment, cleaning supplies, controllers, discs and more  

- Complete vinyl wrap on all sides of the trailer  

- Pre-wired extra HDMI Cables for each TV in case you want to add additional items such as 

DirecTv.  

- 20 of the most popular video games 

- Your very own website built and customized with your pictures, logo, contact info and more.  

- Complete training and support for as long and as much as you need. 

- Free Delivery of your unit anywhere in the US! 

- All necessary contacts including but not limited to setting up your merchant account, using a 

reservation system, obtaining the best possible commercial insurance for both collision, comp 

and general liability, getting listed on Google Places for Business, and MORE! 
 

Our website is also your website. We receive hundreds of requests per month from people 

around the nation looking for the Extreme Game Truck to be a part of their event. Chances are, 

wherever you are located, we are already receiving requests for parties. Those leads will 

automatically be sent to you.  

 

The next step would be to come to our facility and see the EGT units, and have an orientation, 

where we can walk you through what it’s like to be an owner of an Extreme Game Truck ®. Or 

if you are too far away, or too busy, you can order your EGT now, and we can conduct our 

Orientation Day once your unit is set for you to drive it home (or we can deliver it to you Free 

of Charge, and send our game coach to train you). All you would need is our contract signed by 

you, and a deposit to get started. We look forward to meeting you and being a part of your 

success in an exciting and innovative industry!  

 

Sincerely,  

 

Graelon Brown 

Extreme Game Truck®  



1042 N. El Camino Real #171 
Encinitas CA 92024 

Call or Text: 760-505-0992 

Email: info@extremegametruck.com 

 

 
 

Some pics of our most recent build out: 

 

 
 

Upgraded Rims and 

Tires INCLUDED! 
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We look forward to working with you! 


